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(a). Explain Bresenhatrr's line drawing algorithms to generate straight lines witb the

absolute value of the slope is greater than o11e. {30}
Describe how you could use youl algorithm to draw sbaight lines with all cases of
slope, {20}
lllustate Brese[htm's line drawing algoritim for the line with endpoints C5, l0) and

Gr.. 18) t20J

Describe Flood-Fill algodthm and Boundary-Fill algorithm to fill regions in a raster

display. {30}

ibe Liang-Barsky line clipping method to clip a given line agairsr a given window.

. {30}
briefly a method to clip lines, .which performs fewer comparisons and divisioN than

Barsky liue clipping method. {20}

ibe briefly the Sutherland.Hodgeman polygon clipping method to clip a given polygon

a given clip window. {30}

the problem(s) in clipping polygons in this method and describe a mcthod(s) to solve

120r.



Q3 Desoibe briefly the basic hansformations that would be useful in two_dimensional

Consider the figures:

transformations ne€ded in each step. {45}

Consider the following two figures a and b, where ABFC and peFR arc two rectangles,

where PR=2 AC and PQ=1,5 AB

I

Describe how you would draw the compouno objec from th$l#Lllu"T;1"""J o,"" ,,*

Primitive object

F (xr, yd

Figure: b

F(xr, y')

Obtain the matrix to tuansform ABFC into peFR.



the perspective projection. ( 10)

a transfolmation matrix to projeot a point P(x, y, z) on to Q(x', yu, zu) on a plane

to xy-plao€ but going through (0, 0, zvp). The tlpe ofprojection applied is percpective

point at (0, 0, z'p). \20\

the transformation matrix for the orthographic parallel projection from the

ion matrix ofperspective projeotion. { 15 }

matrix that scale an object about tlre fixed point, F(xr, yr, zt, with the

factors S*, Sv, and S, irr the x-a,\is, y-axis and z-axis dir€ctions, respectively

{10}

the tetrahe&oo ABCD, where A = (5, 5, 5), B = (20, 0, 0)' C - (0, 20, 0),

0,20).

this object is scaled about the tixed point A = (5, 5, 5) with trhe uniform scaling of2'

the images ofthe object obtained by the perspective projection on xy'plane with

point at (0, 0, 25) a{d the orthographic parallel projection on xy-plane after the

{30+15=45}


